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Informed Decision Making: Search vs. Expert Q&A 

Decision Maker

Search Engine
Finds Documents containing Keywords

Delivers Documents based on Popularity

Has Question

Distills to 2-3 Keywords

Reads Documents, Finds 
Answers

Finds & Analyzes Evidence
Expert

Understands Question

Produces Possible Answers & Evidence

Delivers Response, Evidence & Confidence

Analyzes Evidence, Computes Confidence

Asks NL Question

Considers Answer & Evidence

Decision Maker
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Automatic Open-Domain Question Answering
 A Long-Standing Challenge in Artificial Intelligence to emulate human expertise

Given
–

 

Rich Natural Language Questions
–

 

Over a Broad Domain of Knowledge

Deliver
–

 

Precise Answers:

 

Determine what is being asked & give precise response
–

 

Accurate Confidences:

 

Determine likelihood answer is correct
–

 

Consumable Justifications:

 

Explain why the answer is right
–

 

Fast Response Time:

 

Precision & Confidence in <3 seconds
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Automatic Open-Domain Question Answering is represents a very long standing challenge in Computer Science, specifically in the areas of NLP, Information Retrieval and AI.

<go through slide>
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Capture the imagination
–

 

The Next Deep Blue

Engage the scientific community
–

 

Envision new ways for computers to impact society & science
–

 

Drive important and measurable scientific advances

Be Relevant to IBM Customers
–

 

Enable better, faster decision making over unstructured and structured content
–

 

Business Intelligence, Knowledge Discovery and Management, Government, 
Compliance, Publishing, Legal, Healthcare, Business Integrity,

 

Customer 
Relationship Management, Web Self-Service, Product Support, etc.

A Grand Challenge Opportunity

4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Among many things, IBM Research is interested in pursuing exploratory research and Grand Challenges.  Consider Deep Blue, the first computer to win against a grand master chess player.

The goals are for a Grand Challenge Project are to engage and inspire the scientific community to have broader impact on science and society. 

To push the limits of computer technology and ultimately to drive innovation into business applications relevant to IBM customers.  Like, as we will see, in the case of the Jeopardy! Challenge,  to have impact on Business Intelligence, Knowledge Discovery and Knowledge Management Compliance, Legal, Healthcare, Business Integrity, Customer Relationship Management, Web Self-Service , Product Support and National Intelligence.
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Real Language is Real Hard

Chess
–A finite, mathematically well-defined search space
–Limited number of moves and states
–Grounded in explicit, unambiguous

 

mathematical rules

Human Language
–Ambiguous, contextual and implicit
–Grounded only in human cognition
–Seemingly infinite

 

number of ways to express the same meaning
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What Computers Find Easier (and Hard)

6 IBM Confidential

(ln(12,546,798 * π) ^ 2) / 34,567.46 =

Owner Serial Number
David Jones 45322190-AK

Serial Number Type Invoice #
45322190-AK LapTop INV10895

Invoice # Vendor Payment
INV10895 MyBuy $104.56

David Jones

David Jones =

0.00885 

Select Payment where Owner=“David Jones”

 

and Type(Product)=“Laptop”, 

Dave  Jones

David Jones
≠

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consider first what computers are good at.
Here is a equation – the natural long of 12 million 546 thousand, 7 hundred and nintey-eight * Pi / 34,567.46 
Anyone?
Anyone know if its greater or less than 1?
Comptuter?
<click>
The answer is 0.00885

How about this?

Select the payment where the owner is David Jones and the type of the product owned is a laptop.

<click> 

The computer can easily traverse this information in tables or “structured databases” and go from row to column to row and find its way to the Payment field and get the answer.
It does this sort of stuff really, really well storing just the information it needs to answer these database queries

How about matching keywords does that real well too.

Here to figure out that David Jones is the same as David Jones it compares each letter and knows they are the same so it concludes they are equal.

<click>

In the next example based on that simple letter matching algorithm it does not think “Dave Jones” is the same as “David Jones”
To make that very simple leap it would have to know that that Dave is nickname for David and some likelihood they are the same.
As far as the computer is concerned with no additional knowledge David and Dave are as different as Mary and Mauri.
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What Computers Find Hard
 Computer programs are natively explicit, fast

 

and exacting

 

in their 
calculation over numbers and symbols….But Natural Language is implicit, 
highly contextual, ambiguous and often imprecise.

Where was X born?
One day, from among his city views of Ulm, Otto chose a water color to 

send to Albert Einstein as a remembrance of Einstein´s birthplace.

X ran this?
If leadership is an art then surely Jack Welch has proved himself a 

master painter during his tenure at GE.

Structured

Unstructured

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Computer programs are natively explicit and exacting in their calculations over numbers and symbols.�
But Natural Language - -the words and phrases we humans use to communicate with one another -- is implicit -- the exact meaning is not completely and exactly indicated -- but instead is  highly dependent on the context  -- what has been said before, the topic, how it is being discussed  -- factually, figuratively, fictionally etc.

Moreover,  natural language is often imprecise – it does not have to treat a subject with numerical precision…humans naturally interact and operate all the time with different degrees of uncertainty and fuzzy associations between words and concepts. We use huge amounts of background knowledge to reconcile and interpret what we read.

Consider these examples….it is one thing to build a database table to exactly answer the question “Where is someone born?”.  The computer looks up the name in one column and is programmed to know that the other column contains the birth place. STRUCUTRED information, like this database table,  is designed for computers to make simple comparisons and to be exactly as accurate as the data entered into the database. 
Natural language is created  and used by humans for humans. A reason we call natural language “Unstructured” is because it lacks the exact  structure and meaning that computer programs typically use to answer questions. Understanding what is being represented is a whole other challenge for computer programs .

Consider this sentence <read> 

It implies that Albert Einstein was born in Ulm – but there is a whole lot the computer has to do to figure that out any degree of certainty  -  it has to understand sentence structure, parts of speech, the possible meaning of words and phrases and how they related to the words and phrases in the question. What does a remembrance, a water color and an Otto have to do with where someone was born.

Consider another question in the Jeopardy Style … X ran this? And this potentially answer-bearing sentence. Read the Sentence…

Does this sentence answer the question for Jack Welch - -what does “ran” have to do with leadership or painting. How would a computer  confidently infer from this sentence that Jack Welch ran GE – might be easer to deduce that he was at least a painter there.
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$200
The juice of this bog 

fruit is sometimes 
used to treat urinary 

tract infections

$400
A round type of this 
structure, with the 
silo inside it, was 

popular in the 
1900s; it’s rare now

8

The Jeopardy! Challenge 
A palpable, compelling and notable way to drive the technology of Question Answering 
along Key Dimensions

Broad/Open Broad/Open 
DomainDomain

Complex Complex 
LanguageLanguage

High High 
PrecisionPrecision

Accurate Accurate 
ConfidenceConfidence

HighHigh
SpeedSpeed

$600
In cell division, mitosis 

splits the nucleus & 
cytokinesis splits this 
liquid cushioning the 

nucleus

$800
Grace Murray Hopper 

is credited with 
applying this 3-letter 
term to a mysterious 
computer problem

$1000
Of the 4 countries in the 
world that the U.S. does 

not have diplomatic 
relations with, the one 

that’s farthest north

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to know we are making progress on scientific problems like open-domain QA well-defined challenges help demonstrate we can solve concrete & difficult tasks. 

As you might know Jeopardy! Is a long-standing, well-regarded and highly challenging Television quiz show in the US that demands human contestants to quickly understand and answer richly expressed natural language questions over a staggering array of topics.

The Jeopardy! Challenge uniquely provides a palpable, compelling and notable way to drive the technology of Question Answering along key dimensions

If you are familiar with the quiz show it asks an I incredibly broad range of questions over a huge variety of topics.

In a single round there is a grid of 6 Categories and for each category 5 rows with increasing $ values. Once a cell is chosen by 1 of three players, A question, or what is often called a Clue is revealed.

Here you see some example questions.
<read some of the questions>
 
Jeopardy uses complex and often subtle language to describe what is being asked.
 
To win you have to be extraordinarily precise. You must deliver the exact answer – 
no more and no less – it is not good enough for it be somewhere in the top 2, 10 or 20 documents – you must know it exactly and get it in first place – otherwise no credit – in fact you loose points.
 
You must demonstrate Accurate Confidences -- That is -- you must know what you know – if you “buzz –in”  and then get it wrong you lose the $$ value of the question.
 
And you have to do this all very quickly – deeply analyze huge volumes of content, consider many possible answers, compute your confidence and buzz in – all in just seconds.

As we shall see compete with human champions at this game represents a Grand Challenge in Automatic Open-Domain Question Answering.

<STOP>
<NEXT SLIDE>
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Basic Game Play
Technology Classics The Great 

Outdoors
Speak of 

the Dickens
Mind Your 
Manners

Before and 
After

$200 $200 $200 $200 $200 $200
$400 $400 $400 $400 $400 $400
$600 $600 $600 $600 $600 $600
$800 $800 $800 $800 $800 $800
$1000 $1000 $1000 $1000 $1000 $1000

6  Categories6  Categories

5 Levels of 
Difficulty

 

5 Levels of 
Difficulty

1 of 3 Players Selects a Clue

Host reads Clue out loud

ALL POLICEMEN CAN THANK 
STEPHANIE KWOLEK FOR 
HER INVENTION OF THIS 
POLYMER FIBER, 5 TIMES 
TOUGHER THAN STEEL 

TECHNOLOGY

All Players compete to answer

1st to buzz-in gets to answer

IF correct
earns $ value
selects Next Clue

IF wrong
loses $ value 
other players buzz again  

(rebounds)

Two Rounds Per Game + Final Question

ONE Daily Double in First Round, TWO in 2nd Round
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This fish was thought to be extinct millions of years ago 
until one was found off South Africa in 1938  
Category: ENDS IN "TH" 
Answer:

When hit by electrons, a phosphor gives off electromagnetic energy 
in this form
Category: General Science
Answer:

Secy. Chase just submitted this to me for the third time--guess 
what, pal. This time I'm accepting it
Category: Lincoln Blogs
Answer:

The type of thing 
being asked for is 
often indicated but 

can go from specific 
to very vague

coelacanth

light (or photons)

his resignation

10

Some Basic Jeopardy! Clues

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lets look at some examples of what we call  Basic Factiods.
 
<Read the fish example> 
 
Notice that the type of thing being asked for is often indicated, 
but can go from specific to very vague. 
 
If you are starting 
to think -- we can just build a database of fish, think again.
 
<Read the form example> 
 
imagine building a database of everything that can be a form
 
Or consider this example 
 
<read the Lincoln example>
 
There are many questions that do not indicate the type at all.
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Automatic Learning for “Reading”

Officials Submit Resignations (.7)
People earn degrees at schools (0.9)

Inventors patent inventions (.8)

Volumes of Text Volumes of Text Syntactic FramesSyntactic Frames Semantic FramesSemantic Frames

Vessels Sink (0.7)
People sink 8-balls (0.5) (in pool/0.8)

subject verb object

Sentence

Parsing Generalization & 

Statistical Aggregation

Fluid is a liquid (.6)
Liquid is a fluid (.5)
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Evaluating Possibilities and Their Evidence

Is(“Cytoplasm”, “liquid”) = 0.2
Is(“organelle”, “liquid”) = 0.1

In cell division, mitosis splits the nucleus & cytokinesis 
splits this liquid

 
cushioning the nucleus.

Is(“vacuole”, “liquid”) = 0.2
Is(“plasma”, “liquid”) = 0.7

“Cytoplasm is a fluid surrounding the nucleus…”

Wordnet Is_a(Fluid, Liquid) ?

Learned Is_a(Fluid, Liquid) yes.

↑

Organelle
Vacuole
Cytoplasm
Plasma
Mitochondria
Blood …

Many candidate answers (CAs) are generated from many different searches

Each possibility is evaluated according to different dimensions of evidence.

Just One piece of evidence is if the CA is of the right type. In this case a “liquid”.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that the “Text Mining” inference is very different from the Wordnet Tycor – mining ordinary language as we find that people consider a FLUID a type of LIQUID, when a strict taxonomy like Wordnet, correctly does not. However, for this domain, Jeopardy!, ML techniques learn to trust the relations mined from natural language text which allows the system to boost Cytoplasm’ Tycor score.
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Different Types of Evidence: Keyword Evidence

celebrated

India

In May 
1898

400th 
anniversary

arrival in

Portugal

India

In May

Garyexplorer

celebrated

anniversary

in Portugal

Keyword MatchingKeyword Matching

Keyword MatchingKeyword Matching

Keyword MatchingKeyword Matching

Keyword MatchingKeyword Matching

Keyword MatchingKeyword Matching
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arrived in

In

 

May, Gary arrived in 
India

 

after he

 

celebrated

 

his

 
anniversary

 

in Portugal.

In May 1898 Portugal celebrated 
the 400th anniversary of this 
explorer’s arrival in India.

Evidence suggests 
“Gary”

 

is the answer 
BUT the system must 
learn that keyword 
matching may be 
weak relative to other 
types of evidence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We faced a lot of technical challenges but at the heart of the algorithm challenge is dealing with the many was you can express the same meaning. NL is often very sensitive to context and is often incomplete, tacit and ambiguous. Simplified approaches can lead you astray. 

These next two examples should help motivate our approach.

Consider this question. <Read it>

The systems parses it into is logical structure – things centered around the predicate celebrated etc.

Now consider that based on keywords it would be straight-forward to pick up this potentially answer-bearing passage. <read green passage>
This is a great hit from a Keyword search perspective and by that score gives good evidence that Joe is the answer.
And it might be – of course in this case – Joe is not the answer, -- Vasco De Gama is the answer.

The system must learn that of all sorts of evidence different algorithms might produce, some evidence under some conditions is stronger than other evidence.
Using probabilistic machine learning algorithms, it has to learn this automatically.

Consider this…<next slide>
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On 27th May 1498, Vasco da Gama 
landed in Kappad Beach

On 27th May 1498, Vasco da Gama 
landed in Kappad Beach

celebrated

May 1898 400th anniversary

arrival 
in

In May 1898 Portugal celebrated 
the 400th anniversary of this 
explorer’s arrival in India.

Portugal
landed in

27th May 1498

Vasco da Gama

Temporal 
Reasoning

Statistical 
Paraphrasing

GeoSpatial 
Reasoning

explorer

On 27th May 1498, Vasco da Gama 
landed in Kappad BeachOn the 27th

 

of May

 

1498, Vasco da 
Gama landed in Kappad Beach

Kappad Beach

Para-

 

phrase

 

s

Geo-

 

KB

Date
Math

14

India

Stronger 
evidence can 
be much 
harder to find 
and score.

The evidence is still not 100% certain.

Search Far and Wide

Explore many hypotheses

Find Judge Evidence

Many inference algorithms

Different Types of Evidence: Deeper Evidence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we see the same question, the same parse, but on the other side we see that there exists a passage containing the RIGHT answer BUT with only one key word in common.
 
<read the green passage>
 
The system must consider in parallel and in detail a huge amount of content just to get a SHOT at this evidence and then must find and weigh the right inferences that will allow it to match and score with an accurate confidence, for example  in this case 
 
<click>
 
Date Math, Statistical Paraphrasing and Geospatial reasoning.
 
And its still not 100% certain
 
What if, for example, the passage said  “considered landing in” rather than “landed in” or what if there was just a preponderance of weaker evidence for another answer.
 
Question Answering Technology tries to understand what the user is  really asking for and to deliver precise and correct responses. But Natural language is hard.
 
Meaning can be expressed in so many different ways and to achieve high levels of precision and confidence you must consider much more information and analyze it much more deeply.
 
We is needed is a radically different approach that explores many different plaussive interpretations in parallel and collects and evaluates all sorts of evidence in support or in refutation of those possibilities.
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Not Just for Fun

A long, tiresome speech delivered by a frothy pie topping

Answer:

Meringue Harangue

HarangueMeringue

.
Diatribe.

...

Whipped Cream..

...

Category:

 

Edible Rhyme Time

15

Some Questions require 
Decomposition and Synthesis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many Jeopardy! clues are designed to be FUN or entertaining, but it turns out that they require an important and general question analysis capability – to detect and then decompose a question unto meaningful subparts, solve those and put the pieces back to together into a coherent answer.

Go through the clue

In this case the computer must understand enough about the language to compose the final answer but putting the modifier in front of the object, even though they are reversed in the question.
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In 1968

When "60 Minutes" premiered this man was U.S. president.

this man was U.S. president.

Lyndon B Johnson

? 

16

Divide and Conquer
 (Typical in Final Jeopardy!) Must identify and solve 

sub-questions from different 
sources to answer 

the top level question
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Missing Links

On hearing of the discovery of George Mallory's body, he told reporters he still thinks he was first.

Buttons

TV remote controls,Shirts, Telephones

Mt 
Everest

He was first

Edmund
Hillary

Category:

 

Common Bonds
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What It Takes to compete against Top Human Jeopardy!  Players

 
Our Analysis Reveals the Winner’s Cloud

Winning Human 
Performance

 

Winning Human 
Performance

2007 QA Computer System2007 QA Computer System

Grand Champion 
Human Performance

 

Grand Champion 
Human Performance

Each dot –

 

actual historical human Jeopardy! games

More ConfidentMore Confident Less ConfidentLess Confident

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Human performance is one of the things that makes the Jeopardy! Challenge so compelling. The best humans are very, very good at this task.   In this chart, each dot corresponds to actual historical Jeopardy! games and represents the performance of the winner of those games. We refer to this cluster of dots as the “Winners Cloud”.
 
For each dot, the X-axis, along the bottom of the graph, represents the percentage of questions in a game that the winning player got a chance to ANSWER. These were the questions he or she was confident enough and fast enough to ring-in or buzz in for FIRST. The Y-axis, going up along the left of the graph,  represents the winning player’s PRECISION – that is, the percentage of those questions answered the player got RIGHT. CO

Remember,  if a player gets a question wrong then they lose the $ value of the clue and their competitors still get a chance to answer or rebound.  But what we humans, tend to do really, really well is – confidently know what we know – computing an accurate confidence turns out to be key ability for winning at Jeopardy!
 
Looking at the center of the green cloud, what you see is that, on average,  WINNERS are confident enough and fast enough to answer nearly 50% of the questions in a game and do somewhere between 85% and 95% precision on those questions. That is,  they get 85-95% of the ones they answer RIGHT.
 
The red dots represents Ken Jennings's performance. Ken won 74 consecutive games against qualified players. He was confident and fast enough to acquire 60% and even up to 80% of a game’s questions from  his competitors and still do 85% and 95% precision on average.

Good Jeopardy! players are remarkable in their breadth, precision, confidence and speed.
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What It Takes to compete against Top Human Jeopardy!  Players

 
Our Analysis Reveals the Winner’s Cloud

2007 QA Computer System2007 QA Computer System

In 2007, we committed to 
making a Huge Leap!

More ConfidentMore Confident Less ConfidentLess Confident

Each dot –

 

actual historical human Jeopardy! games

Computers?
Not So Good.

Winning Human 
Performance

 

Winning Human 
Performance

Grand Champion 
Human Performance

 

Grand Champion 
Human Performance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Competing with the top human players requires answering 100’s of unseen Jeopardy! question by identifying the more than 75% you think you know and getting over 85% precision on them – this is hard task for computer programs.


Our Open-Domain Question Answering technology, based on state-of-the-art approaches, developed with a modest team for over 5 Years and with some very esteemed company, turned on this challenge,  left a huge gap.

None-the-less at least part of our job at IBM Research is to push the limits of what computers CAN and CAN NOT  do.
 
So, In 2007 we believed it was possible and committed to try to make a Huge Leap in a relatively short amount of time.
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Baseline

12/2007

8/2008

5/2009

10/2009

11/2010

12/2008

Deep QA: Incremental Progress in Precision and Confidence 
6/2007-11/2010

5/2008

4/2010

Pr
ec

is
io

n
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Watson: Precision, Confidence & Speed

Deep Analytics – We achieved champion-levels of 
Precision and Confidence over a huge variety of 
expression

Speed – By optimizing Watson’s computation for 
Jeopardy! on 2,880 POWER7 processing cores we went 
from 2 hours per question on a single CPU to an 
average of just 3 seconds – fast enough to compete 
with the best.

Results – in 55 real-time sparring against former 
Tournament of Champion Players last year, Watson 
put on a very competitive performance, winning 71%.  In 
the final Exhibition Match against Ken Jennings and 
Brad Rutter, Watson won!
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Potential Business Applications

Tech Support: Help-desk, Contact Centers

Healthcare / Life Sciences: Diagnostic Assistance, Evidenced-

 
Based, Collaborative Medicine

Enterprise Knowledge Management and Business 
Intelligence

Government: Improved Information Sharing 
and Security
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Most Confident Diagnosis: Diabetes and EsophogitisMost Confident Diagnosis: Diabetes

UTIUTI

DiabetesDiabetes

InfluenzaInfluenza

hypokalemi

 

a

 

hypokalemi

 

a

Renal 
failure

 

Renal 
failure

esophogitisesophogitis

Diagnosis Models

Sym
p

Fam
H
ist

M
eds
Find Confidence

Most Confident Diagnosis: InfluenzaMost Confident Diagnosis: UTI

Considers and synthesizes a broad range of 
evidence improving quality, reducing cost

DeepQA in Continuous Evidence-Based Diagnostic Analysis

Symptoms

Tests/Findings
Medications

Family History

Notes/Hypotheses

Huge Volumes of Texts, Journals, References, DBs etc.

Patient History
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IBM SIIP -

 

Deriving strategic insights and driving business transformations by 
combining deep text analytics with the world’s IP on IBM Smart Cloud

GBS Services
On Smart Cloud

Analytics
On BigInsights

Data
With chemical and 

biologics enrichment 
on the world’s IP Aggregation of world wide Patent Data 

and scientific literature (30M+ 
documents)

Speed to value with machine curation of 
documents (including 200M+ Chemical 
and Biological entity extraction)

Natural language based search

Integrated chemical, textual and 
structured search
Deep domain analytics including portfolio 
analysis and chemical extraction on 
BigInsights

Programmable Web Service APIs for 
ecosystem development

Transformation services for R&D, 
corporate strategy, and IP legal

Cloud delivered software as a service

Integration of public and private data

Insight

Acquisitions

Alliance 
Partners

Legal & IP

Portfolio Management

Researchers

Corporate Strategy

A GBS BAO solution 
asset developed by 
IBM Research

An open, collaborative  
ecosystem enabler 
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Further Reading
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IBM Almaden

 

Research Center
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